Williams and Stoughton:
Emily Beaman and Erin Ball

Stevens and Palmer:
Michaela Berla-Shulock and Jillian Dziegielewska

Carothers and Beardslee:
Margaret Stock, Jordana Cooper, and Rebecca Hargis

Smiley and Thornburg:
Kelsey Schmidt and Calli Katzelnick

McConn, Leavitt, and Emery:
Kristin Prati, Francesca Huttle, and Molly McHugh

M&M 1:
Audrey Baer and Lizzy Bredahl

M&M 2:
Lauren Maida and Emma Yeransian

M&M 3:
Angelika Kligos and Megan McMichael

Richards:
Chandler Coggins, Ali Elkin, and Courtney Mesilas

Dravo A2, C2, D2, 4th floor:
Aly Givre, Alex Panagakos, Erica Brecker

Dravo A3, B3, C3, D3:
Cassie Christman, Meghan Stranick, and Devon Brostoff

Taylor, UMOJA, Drinker, and Sophomores:
Gabby Urken, Sam Durso, and Erica Kier